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A Combinatorial Model for the Homfty Polynomial 
FRAN<;:OIS JAEGER 
We present an expansion of the homily polynomial P(D, z, a) of a link diagram D in terms of 
its circuit partitions. This result is obtained by inverting a certain matrix associated to the 
Conway-type computation of the homily polynomial. Various consequences and open questions 
are also discussed. 
Nous presentons une expansion pour Ie polynome homily P(D, z, a) d'un diagramme 
d'entrelacs D en termes de ses partitions en circuits. Ce resultat est obtenu par inversion d'une 
matrice associee au calcul de type Conway du polynome homily. Diverses consequences et 
questions ouvertes sont egalement abordees. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The homfly polynomial is a link invariant which can be computed recursively on 
plane projections of the link ([8], [13]). Thus it is natural to look for a combinatorial 
model of this invariant which would provide a direct, non-inductive definition and 
could also give new tools for its study. The purpose of this paper is to present such a 
model. This model is quite simple and derives in a natural way from the Conway-type 
algorithm used to compute the homfly polynomial of an arbitrary link diagram. 
Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries. Section 3 presents the main result, an 
expansion of the homfly polynomial in terms of circuit partitions. In Section 4 we 
introduce a matrix formalism for the homfly algorithm. This formalism is used in 
Section 5 to express the main result as a matrix inversion formula. Then in Section 6 
the inversion formula is proved in a wider context where non-planar graphs are 
allowed. Different aspects and consequences of the main result are discussed in Section 
7. Finally, in Section 8 we propose topics for further study. 
2. LINKS, DIAGRAMS AND THE HOMFL Y POLYNOMIAL 
The usual notions of graph theory and knot theory which will be needed here can 
be found in [2], [3], [4] and [11]. By link we mean a tame oriented link in Euclidean 
3-space. Links are usually represented by regular plane projections or 'diagrams'. A 
diagram is essentially a 4-regular directed plane graph with signed vertices. More 
precisely, we shall call a diagram a triple (V, E, s), where: 
(i) G = (V, E) is a finite 4-regular directed plane graph with vertex-set V and edge-set 
E, with the additional convention that we allow edges without end-vertices called free 
loops and represented by simple oriented closed Jordan curves. G will be called the 
underlying graph of D. 
(ii) For every vertex v there are exactly two edges incident into v and two edges 
incident from v. Moreover, the two edges incident into v form an angle at v. 
(iii) s is a mapping from V to {I, -I} which associates to every vertex its sign. 
The 3-dimensional interpretation of the sign mapping given in Figure 1 alloW's us to 
associate to every diagram a unique link. Two diagrams will be said to be isotopic if the 
associated links are ambient isotopic. Although we shall not need it here, it is worth 
mentioning that the isotopy relation on diagrams can be defined in a purely 
combinatorial way using Reidemeister's Theorem (see, for instance, [4], Chapter 1). 
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This is the basis of a 'formal knot theory' (see [11]) which studies invariants of links 
considered as isotopy invariants of diagrams. We now introduce one of these 
invariants, the recently discovered ([7], [15]) hom fly polynomial. This is actually a 
Laurent polynomial; that is, negative exponents are allowed. 
If D +, D - and DO are diagrams which are identical outside a small disc and behave 
as depicted in Figure 2 inside that disc, we shall say that (D+, D-, DO) form a Conway 
triple. 
PROPOSITION 1. One can associate (in an unique way) to every diagram D a Laurent 
polynomial with integer coefficients in two variables z, a, which we denote by P(D, z, a) 
and which we call the hom fly polynomial of D, in such a way that the following 
properties hold: 
(i) if D and D' are isotopic, P(D, z, a) = P(D', z, a); 
(ii) if (D+, D-, DO) form a Conway triple then 
aP(D+, z, a) - a-IP(D-, z, a) = zP(DO, z, a); 
(iii) if D consists of a single free loop, P(D, z, a) = 1. 
3. THE HOMFLY POLYNOMIAL AND CIRCUIT PARTITIONS 
Let D be a diagram and v be a vertex of D. Let us denote by el> e2 the edges 
incident into v, and by e3' e4 the edges incident from v, as described in Figure 3. We 
call left tangence at v the ordered pair (el> e3) and right tangence at v the ordered pair 
(e2' e4)' Similarly, we call left crossing at v the ordered pair (el' e4) and right crossing 
at v the ordered pair (e2' e3)' The (left or right) tangences or crossings at v will be 
called passages at v. More generally, we call passage of D any ordered pair of edges 
which is either a passage at some vertex, or is of the form (e, e) for some free loop e. A 
circuit partition of D (or, equivalently, of its underlying graph) is a permutation lr of its 
edge-set E such that for every edge e, (e, lr(e)) is a passage. The number of cycles of lr 
will be denoted by c(lr) and the set of circuit partitions of D by C(D). 
We call ordering of a diagram (or, equivalently, of its underlying graph) any total 
ordering of its edge-set. Let 0 be an ordering of the diagram D and let lr be a circuit 
partition of D. For each cycle C of lr let J.l(C) be the minimum element of C with 
respect to O. Then we associate to C the word W(C) = el> ... ,e1q, where 
ei = lri-\J.l(C)) for i = 1, ... , Ic!. Now we denote the cycles of lr by Cl> ... , Cc(n:) in 
such a way that J.l(Ci) precedes J.l(Cj ) in the ordering 0 whenever i <j. We define the 
standard word of lr with respect to 0, denoted by W(lr, 0), as the word 
W(CI) ... W(Cc(n;»). For a vertex v of D, let e be the leftmost letter of W(lr, 0) which 
is an edge incident into v. We call first passage (with respect to 0) of lr at v the pair 
(e, lr(e)). We define the interaction (with respect to D and 0) of the vertex v with the 
circuit partition lr, which we denote by (v I D I 0 Ilr), as follows. If the first passage 
(with respect to 0) of lr at v is a left (respectively, right) crossing, (vi D I 0 Ilr) = 
a-l-s(v) (respectively, (vi D I 0 Ilr) = al-S(v»). If this first passage is a left (respectively, 
right) tangence, (vi D 10 Ilr) = a-s(v)z(s(v) + 1)/2 (respectively, a-s(v)z(s(v) -1)/2). 
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These definitions are summed up in Figure 4. Finally, we write n;,Ev(vl D lOin) = 
(D I 0 I Jr) and we set this product as equal to 1 if D has no vertices. 
We may now state our main result, which gives a representation of the homfly 
polynomial by a 'state model' as defined, for instance, in [12]. 
PROPOSITION 2. For any diagram D, and any ordering 0 of D, 
P(D, z, a) = 2: (DI 0 In)«a - a- 1)z-tY(1t)-t. 
JfEC(D) 
4. DESCENDING UNLINKS AND THE HOMFL Y POLYNOMIAL 
Our starting point will be the process for computing the homfly polynomial which 
underlies its definition in [8], [13]. 
If the diagram D is isotopic to a diagram consisting only of k free loops, D will be 
called an unlink with k components. The computation of the homfly polynomial 
involves a class of unlinks called 'descending'. Let D = (V, E, s) be a diagram and 0 
be an ordering of D. Let Jrv be the unique circuit partition of D the passages of which 
at every vertex are crossings. If the first passage (with respect to 0) of Jrv at every 
vertex v with s(v) = 1 (respectively, s(v) = -1) is a right (respectively, left) crossing, 
the diagram D will be said to be descending with respect to O. Then D is an unlink with 
c(Jrv) components. It is an easy and well known consequence of Proposition 1 that in 
this case P(D, z, a) = «a - a-1)z-ty(n:v)-t. 
Let G = (V, E) be a 4-regular directed plane graph satisfying properties (i) and (ii) 
stated in the the definition of diagrams given in Section 2. An extended sign mapping of 
G is a mapping f from V to {O, 1, -1}, and f is called a sign mapping if f( v) "* 0 for all 
v E V. We denote the set of extended sign mappings (respectively, sign mappings) of G 
by F(G) (respectively, S(G» . When V is empty, F(G) and S(G) contain the same 
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single element which is the empty mapping. To every extended sign mapping f of G we 
associate a diagram D (G, f) as follows. First, every vertex v of G such that f (v) = 0 is 
'smoothed' as indicated in Figure 5. This yields a new graph Gf = (Yr, Ef ) with Yr = {v E V/f(v)=I=O}. Then D(G,f) = (Yr, Ef,f I Yr), wheref I Yrdenotes the restric-
tion off to Yr. We now consider a fixed graph G and show how to compute the homfly 
polynomials of diagrams of the form D(G,f) for some f in S(G). For fin F(G) we 
shall write P(f, z, a) for P(D(G,f), z, a). 
Let us now choose an arbitrary ordering 0 of G. 
Then for every subset S of V, let lrs be the unique circuit partition of G the passages 
of which are crossings at every vertex of Sand tangences at every vertex of V - S. Let 
Us be the element of F(G) defined as follows: 
(i) for every vertex v in V - S, us(v) = 0; 
(ii) for every vertex v in S, if the first passage (with respect to 0) of lrs at v is a right 
(respectively, left) crossing, then us(v) = 1 (respectively, us(v) = -1). 
It is easy to see that the diagram D(G, us) is descending with respect to a suitable 
ordering which can be derived in a simple way from O. Consequently: 
For every subset S of V, P(us, z, a) = «a - a-1)z-ly(ns)-1. (1) 
Now for a vertex v of G, if the elements f+, f-, fO of F( G) have the same restriction 
to V - {v} and satisfy f+(v) = 1, f-(v) = -1, fO(v) = 0, we shall say that (f+, f-,f°) 
form a sign triple at v. Then, clearly, (D(G,f+), D(G,f-), D(G,fO» form a Conway 
triple. It then follows from Proposition l(ii) that: 
If (f+,f-,fO) form a sign triple, aP(f+, z, a) - a-1P(f-, z, a) = zP(r, z, a). (2) 
It turns out that properties (1) and (2) are sufficient to compute P(f, z, a) for allfin 
F(G). For every suchf, let us denote by n+(f) (respectively, n_(f), no(f) the number 
of vertices v such that f(v) = 1 (respectively, f(v) = -1, f(v) = 0). It will be 
convenient to introduce: 
(3) 
Then (1) becomes: 
LEMMA 3. For every subset S of V, 
Q(us, z, a) = (_It-(us)zno(us)an+(us)-n_(us)((a - a-1)z-ly(ns)-1. 
Moreover, (2) is simplified to: 
If (f+, f-, fO) form a sign triple, Q(f+, z, a) + Q(f-, z, a) = Q(f0, z, a). (2') 
For f, g in F(G) we shall write f~g if for every vertex v such that f(v) =1=0, 
g(v) = f(v). The following property is easily seen to be equivalent to (2'): 
For every fin F(G), Q(f, z, a) = 2: Q(g, z, a). (2") 
geS(G),g"'f 
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This leads us to introduce a square (2iVl x 2iVl) matrix M, the rows of which are 
indexed by the subsets S of V and the columns of which are indexed by the elements g 
of S(G), the matrix element M(S, g) of which equals 1 if Us ~g, and equals zero 
otherwise. 
Then (2") yields: 
LEMMA 4. For every subset S of v, Q(us, z, a) = EgeS(G) M(S, g)Q(g, z, a). 
It follows that inverting the matrix M will yield an expansion of the hornfiy 
polynomial in terms of its simple values on unlinks. We shall see in the next section 
that this is precisely the content of Proposition 2. 
5. A MATRIX FORM OF TIlE MAIN RESULT 
As in the previous section we consider a given graph G together with a fixed 
ordering 0 and we keep the same notations. For any f in F( G), let: 
R(f, z, a) = zno(f)an+(f)( _a)-n_(f) L (D(G, f)1 0 In )«a - a-l)z-ly(n)-l. 
neC(D(G,f» 
Proposition 2 for the diagram D(G,f) is equivalent to the equality Q(f, z, a) = 
R(f, z, a). 
Now let f be an element of S( G), so that no(f) = O. Every circuit partition of 
D(G,f) is of the form ns for a unique subset S of V. Hence we may write: 
R(f, z, a) = L (-1t-(f)an+(f)-n_(f) (D(G, f)1 0 Ins )«a - a-l)z-ly(ns)-l. 
s\;;V 
We now observe that for v in S, t/(v)(vl D(G,f) lOins) is equal to a (respectively, 
a-I) if the first passage (with respect to 0) of ns at v is a right (respectively, left) 
crossing, or equivalently is equal to aUs(v). Moreover, for v in V - S, 
t/(V)(vID(G,f) I o Ins) is equal to E(v,f,S)f(v)z, where E(v,f,S)=1 if the first 
passage (with respect to 0) of ns at v is a left tangence when f(v) = 1 and a right 
tangence whenf(v) = -1, and E(V,f, S) =0 otherwise. Itfollows that 
an+(f)-n_(f)(D(G,f)1 0 Ins) = n aUs(v) n E(V,f, S)f(v)z 
Hence 
veS veV-S 
= an+(us)-n_(us)zno(us) n E( v, f, S)f( v). 
veV-S 
R(f, z, a) = L (-1t-(f)( n E(V,f, S)f(v) )zno(uS)an+(Us)-n_(US)«a - a-1)z-ly(ns)-1 
s~v veV-S 
and thus, by Lemma 3, 
R(f,z,a)= L (-1t-(f)( n E(v,f,S)f(V»)(-1t-(US)Q(US, z, a). Ss;V veV-S 
Let us denote by n_(f, us) the number of vertices v of S such that f(v) =#= us(v). We 
introduce a square (2iVl x 2iVl) matrix N, the rows of which are indexed by the 
elements f of S( G) and the columns of which are indexed by the subsets S of V, the 
matrix element NU, S) of which equals (-1t-(f,us) if for every vertex v in V - S the 
first passage (with respect to 0) of ns at v is a left tangence when f(v) = 1 and a right 
tangence when f (v) = -1, and equals zero otherwise. 
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It is easy to check that 
(_1)"-(/,us) = (_1)"-(f)+n_(us)( n f( v»). 
veV-S 
Thus we obtain: 
LEMMA 5. For every element f of S(G), R(f, z, a) = r.s~vN(f, S)Q(us, z, a). 
It is now clear from Lemmas 4 and 5 that to prove Proposition 2 it will be sufficient 
to show that M and N are inverse matrices. This will be done in the next section. 
6. AN INVERSION RESULT FOR 4-REGULAR DIRECfED GRAPHS 
To prove that M and N are inverse matrices it is convenient to work in a more 
general setting. Let G = (V, E) be a 4-regular graph (not necessarily planar) which is 
directed in such a way that for every vertex v there are exactly two edges incident into 
v and two edges incident from v. As before we allow free loops in our definition of 
graphs. Consider a vertex v and let e., e2 (respectively, e3 , e4) be the two edges 
incident into (respectively, from) v. We call passages at v the ordered pairs (e;, ej) for 
i = 1, 2 and j = 3, 4. 
We define a code for G as a pair (r, t), where r, t are mappings from the set of 
passages of G to {I, -I} which satisfy the following properties for every vertex v and 
distinct passages (e;, ej), (em, en) at v: 
(i) r(e;, ej) = r(em, en) iff e; = em; 
(ii) t(e;, ej) = t(em, en) iff e; '* em and ej'* en' 
In particular, if G is a plane graph which satisfies property (ii) of Section 2 we may 
define a code (r, t) by setting r(p) = 1 iff the passage p is a right tangence or crossing, 
and t(p) = 1 iff the passage p is a tangence. This code will be called the standard code 
for G. 
The notions of circuit partition, ordering, first passage of a circuit partition at a given 
vertex with respect to an ordering, and (extended) sign mapping, are defined exactly as 
before, and we keep the same notations. Now we consider the graph G together with a 
fixed ordering 0 and a fixed code (r, t). 
For every subset S of V, let :Irs be the unique circuit partition of G the passages of 
which at every vertex of S belong to t- 1( {-I}) and the passages of which at every 
vertex of V - S belong to t-1({I}). Let Us be the extended sign mapping of G, defined 
as follows: 
(i) for every vertex v in V - S, us(v) = 0; 
(ii) for every vertex v in S, if p denotes the first passage of :Irs at v, then us( v) = r(p). 
Let M be the (2iVl x 2iVl) matrix the rows of which are indexed by the subsets S of V 
and the columns of which are indexed by the elements g of S(G), the matrix element 
M(S, g) of which equals 1 if us:s; g, and equals zero otherwise. 
Let N be the (2iVl x 2iVl) matrix the rows of which are indexed by the elements f of 
S( G) and the columns of which are indexed by the subsets S of V, the matrix element 
N(f, S) of which equals (-1 )"-(/, us) if for every vertex v in V - S the first passage p of 
:Irs at v satisfies r(p) = -f(v), and equals zero otherwise. 
It is easy to check that these definitions are consistent with the previous ones in the 
case of a plane graph with standard code. 
PROPOsmON 6. M and N are inverse matrices. 
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PROOF. We must show that for any two elements f, g of S(G), 
'f..s s; vN(f, S)M(S, g) = lJ(f, g), where lJ(f, g) = 1 if f = g, and lJ(f, g) = 0 otherwise. 
For given f and g, let Z (G, f, g) be the set of subsets S of V such that for every vertex 
v, denoting by p the first passage of :Irs at v, r(p) = -f( v) if v E V - S, and 
r(p) = g(v) if v E S. 
It follows immediately from the definitions of the matrices M and N that 
N(f, S)M(S, g) *0 iff S E Z(G,f, g). For a subset S of V we denote by n_(f, g, S) the 
number of vertices v of S such that f(v) * g(v). We observe that for S in Z(G,f, g), 
n_(f, us) = n_(f, g, S) . 
Hence 'f..s,=v N(f, S)M(S, g) = 'f..seZ(G,f.g) (-It -(f,g ,S). 
We now prove by induction on IVI that 'f..sez(G,f,g) (-It-(f,g,S) = lJ(f, g). 
When V is empty this is trivially true. Otherwise, we may clearly assume that G has 
no free loops. Let el be the minimum edge of G with respect to O. Let VI be the 
terminal end of eland let p', p" be the two passages at v 1 the first edge of which is e 1, 
with notation chosen such that t(p') = 1, t(p") = -1. We denote r(p') = r(p") by ri' 
Clearly, the first passage at VI of any circuit partition of G is either p' or p". Hence a 
subset S of V belongs to Z (G, f , g) iff: 
(1) for every vertex v * Vb denoting by p the first passage of :Irs at V, r(p) = -f(v) if 
VEV-S, and r(p)=g(v) ifvES; 
(2) if the first passage of :Irs at VI is p' (respectively, p"), f(VI) = -ri (respectively, 
g(VI) = rI)' 
Let Z'(G,f, g) (respectively, Z"(G, f, g)) be the set of subsets S of V such that (1) 
holds and the first passage of :Irs at VI is p' (respectively, p"). We may distinguish four 
cases: 
(a) f(VI) = rl1 g(VI) = -r17 then Z(G, f, g) is empty; 
(b) f(VI) = -rI' g(VI) = -r17 then Z(G,f, g) = Z'(G,f, g); 
(c) f(VI) = r17 g(VI) = r17 then Z(G,f, g) = Z"(G,f, g); 
(d) f(VI) = -rl1 g(VI) = rI, then Z(G, f, g) = Z'(G, f, g) U Z"(G, f, g). 
, Let G' (respectively, G") be the graph obtained from G by 'smoothing' the vertex VI 
in such a way that the two edges ofp' (respectively,p") are merged. Passages of G' and 
G" will be identified with passages of G in the obvious way. Then the code (r, t) for G 
also defines codes for G' and G". The restrictions of f and g to V - {VI} will be 
denoted by I' and g' . Since t(p') = 1 and t(p") = -1, S S;;; V..:... {VI} for S in Z'(G,f, g) 
and VI E S for S in Z"(G, f, g). It is then easy to see that (with the obvious choice of 
ordering for G' and G") Z'(G,f, g) = Z(G',I', g') and Z"(G,f, g) = {S U {VI}, S e 
Z(G",1', g'n· 
. Now the result trivially holds in case (a). To study the other cases, we note that: 
2: (-It -(f,g,S) = 2: (-It -(f,g,S) = 2: (-It-(f' ,g',S) 
SeZ'(G,f,g) SeZ(G',f',g') SeZ(G', f' ,g') 
which by induction equf\ls lJ(l' , g'). Similarly: 
2: (-It-(f,g,S) = 2: (_It-(f,g,SU{v 1}) 
SeZ"(G,f,g) SeZ(G",f',g') 
= (_I)"-(f,g' {V1}) 2: (-It-(f' ,g',S) = (-It-(f,g,{v 1})lJ(l', g'). 
SeZ(G",f'g') 
Then I'n case (b) ~ (_I)"-(f,g,S) = ~ (_I)n _(f,g,S) = lJ(f' g') and uSeZ(G,f,g) uSeZ'(G,f,8) " 
simil' arly in case ·(c) ~ (_I)n _(f,8,S) = ~ (_I)" -(f,8,S) = lJ(f' g') since , uSeZ(G,f,8) uSeZ"(G,f,8) , 
n-(f, g,{ VI}) = O. In both cases lJ(l', g ' ) = lJ(f, g) and the result follows. 
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Finally, in case (d), (j(f, g) = ° and 
L (-It-(f,g,S) = L (-It - (f,g,S) + L (-It - (f,g ,S) 
SeZ(G,f,g) SeZ'(G,f,g) SeZ"(G,f,g) 
= (j(f', g') - (j(f', g') = ° 
since n_(f, g, {Vt}) = 1. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 6 and hence also the proof of Proposition 
2. 0 
7. CONSEQUENCES 
We begin with a convenient reformulation of Proposition 2. We consider a diagram 
D = (V, E, s) together with an ordering O. We denote by w(D) the writhe of D; that 
is, the sum of the signs of the vertices of D. We shall call a circuit partition n of D 
admissible (with respect to the ordering 0) if (DI 0 In) *0. Let A(D, 0) be the set of 
such circuit partitions. Let t(n) denote the number of vertices at which the passages of 
the circuit partition n are tangences, and let t'(n) be the number of such vertices v 
with s(v) = -1. Finally, we denote by x+(n) (respectively, x-(n» the number of 
vertices at which the first passage of the circuit partition n is a right (respectively, left) 
crossing, and we write x(n) = x+(n) - x-(n). The following result is an immediate 
consequence of Proposition 2. 
PRoposmoN 7. For every diagram D, and any ordering 0 of D, 
P(D, z, a) = a-w(D) L ax(n)( -1Y'(n)(a - a-ty(n)-lzt(n)-c(n)+t. 
""eA(D,O) 
REMARK. We may associate to every circuit partition n of D a diagram Dn obtained 
from D by smoothing all vertices at which the passages of n are tangences, and signing 
the other vertices in such a way that they are descending with respect to 0 (or, more 
precisely, with respect to the ordering derived in the obvious way from 0). In the 
terminology of Section 4, if n = ns then Dn = D(G, us). Then c(n) equals k(Dn), the 
number of components of D"", and x(n) equals w(D",,), the writhe of D,.. Thus 
Proposition 7 gives an expansion of the homfly polynomial of D in terms of certain 
diagrams which are unlinks obtained ~rom D by vertex modifications. 
Proposition 7 yields a simple proof of the following result, the first part of which 
appears in [13] and the second part in [14]. 
PRoposmON 8. The minimum degree of P(D, z, a) in the variable z equals 
1- k(D), where k(D) is the number of components of D. Moreover, the maximum 
degree of P(D, z, a) in the variable z is not greater than IVI-s(D) + 1, where s(D) is 
the number of Seifert circles of D. 
PROOF. It is easy to see that if S ~ S' ~ V, t(ns) - c(ns) + 1;;;. t(ns') - c(ns') + 1. 
Since t(n0) = lVI, c(n0) = s(D), t(nv) = 0, and c(nv) = k(D), IVI- s(D) + 1 ;;;. 
t(n) - c(n) + 1;;;. -k(D) + 1 for every circuit partition n. Moreover, the coefficient 
of Zl-k(D) in P(D z a) is a-w(D).., aX (")(_l)t'(n)(a - a-1)c(n)-t 
, , L...neA(D,O),c(n)-t(nJ=k(D) 
which is, up to the factor a-w(D)(a - a-1)k( )-1, the Laurent polynonial 
~neA(D.O),c(n)-t(n)=k(D) ax(n)( -lY'(n)(a - a-ty("") in the variable a. Since nv is admis-
sible, this expression does not vanish for a = 1. 0 . 
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Let emin(D) (respectively, emaiD» be the minimum (respectively, maximum) degree 
of P(D, z, a) in the variable a. The following inequalities, due to Franks and Williams 
[6] in the case of braid diagrams, and to Morton [14] in the general case, have proved 
to be of interest in the study of the braid index: 
(i) 1 - seD) - weD) ~ emin(D) ~ emax(D) ~ seD) - 1 - weD); 
(ii) seD) ~ 1 + «emax(D) - emin(D»/2). 
The inequality (ii) follows immediately from (i). By Proposition 7, to prove (i) it is 
sufficient to show that for every admissible circuit partition Jr, x(.n) + c(Jr) - 1 ~ 
seD) -1 and x(Jr) - c(Jr) + 1 ~ 1- seD). By the remark following Proposition 7, this is 
equivalent to: 
(iii) if the diagram D is descending with respect to some ordering, Iw(D)1 ~s(D)­
keD). 
Note that (iii) is exactly (i) restricted to descending unlinks. For a proof of property 
(iii), see [14]. The purpose of the preceding discussion is to point out that a necessary 
condition for equality to hold in one of the inequalities (i) is that equality also holds in 
(iii) for a descending diagram of the form D:n; for some admissible circuit partition Jr. 
The polynomial P(D, z, 1) is the Alexander-Conway polynomial of D ([1], [5]), 
which we denote by V(D, z). The following special case of Proposition 7 is of interest. 
PRoposmoN 9. For every diagram D, and any ordering 0 of D, 
V(D, z) = 2: (_I(:n;)zt(:n;). 
:n;EA(D,O),c(:n;)=l 
REMARKS. (1) In the above formula, the choice of ordering amounts to the choice 
of a special edge which will play the role of the minimum element. We may then 
represent a circuit partition with one cycle as an Eulerian tour which starts at the 
special edge, and consider Proposition 9 as an expansion of V(D, z) in terms of the 
(suitably defined) admissible Eulerian tours of D. 
(2) When D is a positive diagram, that is all vertices of D have positive sign, V(D, z) 
has positive integer coefficients: the coefficient of Zk is the number of admissible circuit 
partitions Jr with c(Jr) = 1 and t(Jr) = k. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
To prove Proposition 2 we have assumed the existence of the homf).y polynomial 
asserted by Proposition 1. It would be interesting to use Proposition 2 as a definition of 
P(D, z, a), and then prove that P(D, z, a) satisfies properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of 
Proposition 1. As a first step we would like to prove that the expression of Proposition 
2 does not depend on the choice of the ordering O. Then properties (ii) and (iii) are 
immediate, and it is not difficult to prove (i) using an adequate version of 
Reidemeister's Theorem and well-chosen orderings. This approach to the homfly 
polynomial would be essentially new and more meaningful if one could prove that the 
summation in Proposition 2 is independent of 0 without using Reidemeister's moves. 
Using property (ii) this problem can be restricted to positive diagrams. The special case 
a = 1 corresponding to the Alexander-Conway polynomial would already be of 
interest. 
For braid diagrams, the model presented in [10], which yields an expression of 
P(D, z, a) as the trace of a matrix simply associated to D, can be seen to be equivalent 
to a special case of Proposition 2. The relationships of Proposition 2 with the other 
known state models for the homfiy polynomial ([9], [12], [16]) are not clear yet. 
